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Bowling Red & Black in Asti
Audio solutions for a complex location
Show Time Music Service (based in Savigliano, Italy) has created a sound system for Bowling
Red & Black in Asti (Italy), a complex just recently opened and dedicated to evening
entertainment. Audio Effetti sound designer and automation programmer Roberto Villa told us
how he selected the equipment and positioned it in the best manner possible.
Red & Black is a multipurpose area created in
old industrial warehouses characterised by
extremely high ceilings and not the best
acoustics. Added to this is a 24-lane bowling
alley, casino, videogame area, bar, restaurant,
billiards area and even a complete live stage;
the complexity of the issues related to the sound
project and how to deal with them immediately
becomes apparent. Moreover, the different areas
are distributed within a very large space, while
there is only one technical room.
Flexible solutions
The flexibility required to provide sound to so
many different areas (each with their own
requirements) located in such a large space was
achieved through the Allen & Heath iDR8 digital

processor. This equipment (and its 8 inputs/8
outputs matrix) not only allows managing the
different levels in the various areas of the
complex, but also individually adjusting the
equalisation and shaping the system to the
needs of a single area. Indeed the bowling alley
requires extensive sound coverage which should
cover the very loud background noise without
bothering and preventing the intelligibility of
words, whether or not announcements tied to
playing or in the event of emergencies.
The bar, restaurant, videogame, casino and
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Up, light effects for the bowling area
designed by Robe Multimedia and
obtained using Anolis ArcSource 3
RGB, lenses 38°. Same equipment
has been used for the bar
and the restaurant.
Down, the live stage
equipped by Robe Multimedia with 10
Robe ClubSpot 250 and 4 moving
heads LED RedWash 2·36: the most
flexible choice.
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billiards areas have different technical
requirements and perhaps even a different
music programme. In any event, complete
sound diffusion was entrusted to Quad Industrial
diffusors chosen both for the company’s
extensive catalogue (including products suitable
for any environment) and for its Hi-Fi sound
quality.
The bowling area (where disco-bowling evenings
are also organised including DJs and
entertainment) was equipped with eight Quad
Forum 12 diffusors each having 128 dB sound
pressure and wooden cabinets, plus four Quad
Forum 15-Sub subwoofers to improve the
response to low frequencies found in “discos”.
The rather large area dedicated to videogames
was equipped with sixteen compact Quad Q8
diffusors with ABS cabinets, 8” woofers and silk
dome tweeters; an additional eight Quad Q8
diffusors were positioned in the casino, sixteen
in the bar area and eight in the restaurant. The
live stage area boasts a complete sound &
lighting system for live concerts and has a large
stage: four Quad Forum12 diffusors and two
Quad Forum15-Sub subwoofers were used
here.
Indeed the sound quality aspect was one of the
elements the customer requested for the
complex, which in addition to bowling, is to host
live music events and in any event, highlight the
sound of its music.
The issue of possible interference between the
different music programmes in the various areas
was resolved by carefully positioning the
diffusors, while difficulties tied to poor acoustics

Down, the videogames area of the
Red & Black: really colorful.

In fotografia, una
prospettiva del cielo
stellato simulato con il
disegno luci.

INSTALLED MATERIAL
Primary consolle
1 stereo tuner FM RDS Yamaha TX497BR
1 DVD/CD/MP3/USB multimedia player Yamaha
DVDS66BR
1 set top box DVBT
1 Sky satellite set top box
1 media-server custom by Robe Multimedia
2 CD players Pioneer CDJ200
1 DJ mixer Allen & Heath X-ONE 22
1 matrix mixer DSP Allen & Heath iDR8
1 video matrix 8x8 Comm-Tec MTX88-CA
1 down converter Comm-tec Avermedia AverKey 550
2 monitors (media server and preview)
2 monitors Quad Q8
11 power amplifiers Wharfedale PROs2500
Live stage
1 mixer Yamaha MG16/6cx
2 amplified monitors Carlsbro Gamma 15/400A
1 video projector 5500 Ansi lumen
4 speakers Quad Forum12
2 sub-woofers Quad Forum15-Sub
Bowling cash register
1 remote control panel Allen & Heath PL10
1 table top gooseneck microphone dB Technologies
GMC01
Bowling area
8 speakers Quad Forum12
3 sub-woofers Quad Forum15-Sub
12 monitors LCD 32"
24 monitors LCD 32" (bowling service)
Casinò area
8 speakers Quad Q8
1 remote control panel Allen & Heath PL03
Videogames area
16 speakers Quad Q8
Bar
16 speakers Quad Q8
5 video projector 3500 Ansi lumen
Billiards area
8 speakers Quad Q8
Ristaurant area
8 speakers Quad Q8
1 remote control panel
Allen & Heath PL03
1 video projector 3500 Ansi lumen
Smoking Area
2 speakers Quad Q8
Toilettes/services
2 speakers Quad Q8
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in renovated warehouses were managed by also
basing equalisation on the results of the
simulation tests performed with the aid of the
SIM3 by Meyer Sound.
Control and management
Managing sound in the different areas of the
warehouse had to satisfy two fundamental
requirements: it had to be easy to use for nonexpert users (either the manager or the bar
personnel or cashier) and have ample flexibility
in terms of making adjustments, which are
independent in each area of the bowling
complex. Thanks to the Allen & Heath digital
matrix and its 255 presets, flexibility wasn’t an
issue and listening to video programmes (for
example, broadcasting a football match on
screens in an area of the complex) can be
combined with listening to the radio, recorded or
live music and any public announcements tied to
the gaming activities or to emergencies. In terms
of management simplicity, simplified remote
control panels were installed in different areas,
which were equipped with just a few buttons and
sliders necessary for quick and diversified sound
management. More complex adjustments can in
any event be made from the central control area
where all the control equipment is installed.

The crowded pizzeria of
the Red & Black.
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